Customizable quality control metrics and notifications with Panorama,
AutoQC, and Skyline
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Overview

Panorama’s newest quality control (QC) capabilities further extend its
automated system suitability monitoring for targeted mass spectrometry assays.
Panorama first added its QC folder type in 2015 in conjunction with AutoQC, a
utility that monitors for newly-acquired system suitability runs targeting operator
defined sets of peptide and small molecule standards. New runs are
automatically analyzed using Skyline and imported into Panorama. Recent work
greatly expands the metrics that can be monitored. Coupled with new types of
statistical analyses and email alerts of outliers in newly acquired data,
Panorama now offers an even more robust workflow. Developed as a module in
the web-based data management platform, LabKey Server, free hosted projects
are available to all interested groups.

Skyline, AutoQC, and Panorama interactions

Introduction
Design Skyline
template document
• Skyline, a Windows
application, supports all
major mass spec
vendors file formats
natively
• The template document
captures the precursors
(either peptides or small
molecules) to be
monitored

Methods
Set up Panorama folder
• Panorama organizes data
into folders, typically one
per instrument being
monitored
• Users can select the metrics
they want to track
• Email notifications make it
easy to quickly learn about
any problems

Email notifications

Acquire data and
upload to Panorama

Interactively explore,
analyze, and export data

• AutoQC, a utility
installed on the
instrument’s computer,
monitors for newly
acquired data files
• Data is automatically
analyzed using Skyline
• Results are immediately
imported into Panorama

• Web-based interface is
suitable for easily sharing
data with collaborators,
including non-Skyline users
• Create custom reports and
visualizations using
programming tools, or
export data for external
analysis

Panorama now supports metrics that track values associated with the
entire run such as statistics related to iRT regression, single replicate
calibration and pressure traces, adding to its existing support for metrics
associated with individual peptides and small molecules like retention time.
Panorama includes a growing set of preconfigured metrics and lets users
add custom metrics. Users can visualize their data using statistical process
control plots including Levey-Jennings, moving range, and CUSUM.
Administrators can customize thresholds for identifying outliers, or
completely disable irrelevant or false-positive inducing metrics. Additionally,
users can subscribe to email notifications summarizing the new data.
Users can export plots and raw data in formats including PNG, PDF, Excel,
or access them from other tools via APIs.

Interpret QC results

SELECT Id AS SampleFileId,
ABS((SELECT BestRetentionTime
FROM PrecursorChromInfo
WHERE PrecursorId.Charge = 2
AND PrecursorId.PeptideId.Sequence =
'ATEEQLK'
AND sf.Id = SampleFileId) (SELECT BestRetentionTime
FROM PrecursorChromInfo
WHERE PrecursorId.Charge = 2
AND PrecursorId.PeptideId.Sequence =
'GASIVEDK'
AND sf.Id = SampleFileId))
AS MetricValue
FROM SampleFile sf

Results

Figure 3: Users can now subscribe to get email notifications
when Panorama’s QC folder receives new samples. The
subscription can notify on all new data, or just when there are
a certain number of outliers in a series of imports.

Figure 1: Summary of data flow from AutoQC, running on the instrument’s computer, into
Panorama, and optionally back out to Skyline for further analysis or processing.

Figure 5: Panorama has new normalization options available when visualizing performance
across precursors. This makes it much easier to identify trends across metrics where the
values cover a wide range, such as retention time or peak area. Here, the user has
normalized values across all peptides for the retention time metric as a percent of the mean.
Users can also plot in terms of multiples of the standard deviation. Shaded areas of the plot
indicate guide sets, which provide a training range for calculating the mean and standard
deviation.

Select Metrics of Interest

Add custom metrics

Figure 7: Panorama stores all of the imported Skyline data in a
relational database. Advanced users can go beyond the preconfigured collection of metrics to add their own by writing a short SQL
query, including those that are unique to their setup. The Panorama
development team welcomes suggestions for new metrics and
contributions of SQL to calculate them. Here, an example query
calculates the distance between peaks for two peptides that may be at
risk of co-eluting.

See also
Figure 2: Panorama has always included a built-in set of metrics for tracking on a perprecursor basis. Users can now opt-out of metrics that are not of interest, which are then
hidden in the rest of the user interface. For example, Full Width at Base can produce
spurious outlier reports for some users. Panorama now also supports metrics that apply
to the entire sample, such as the correlation coefficient for a normalized retention time
(iRT) regression

Figure 4: Email notifications include a summary of the recent
data, including the number and type of outliers. Users can click
to see the full details, including chromatograms, within
Panorama.

Figure 6: Panorama defaults to using the first three timepoints as C0 values, and the last
three as Terminal values. Users can interactively adjust them, using time plots as reference.
As the user adjusts the values, Panorama automatically recalculates and displays the
updated
and saves
thesummaries
configuration
as themetrics
defaultproduce
for the next
time the
PK reports
Figure
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Conclusions
Panorama offers a growing collection of predefined QC metrics and has expanded beyond values associated with individual peptides and small molecules. In conjunction with enhancements to AutoQC and Skyline to
provide more data that can be used to calculate metrics (an ongoing collaboration between the Skyline team and instrument vendors), users can perform much broader monitoring. Since Panorama now offers the ability
to set up custom metrics, users can assess quality for data that is specific to their experimental design, such as monitoring the differences in retention time between different peptides to make sure they are not coeluting. With the new ability to opt-in and opt-out of the full library of metrics and the ability to customize how outliers are defined, users have the tools needed to eliminate false positives and focus their system
suitability checks on the most diagnostic data. By offering users the choice of either a daily summary of new data or the ability to be notified immediately of any outliers, the system is even more proactive in improving
quality. With these additions to Panorama, users can further consolidate their workflows both to reduce the time spent on routine monitoring and to increases their efficacy. These enhancements will help reduce the data
processing bottlenecks that occur in many laboratories. As of June 2019, more than 350 labs are using Panorama projects free of charge to manage targeted mass spectrometry assays on http://panoramaweb.org/, a
server hosted by the MacCoss lab at the University of Washington. Additionally, major pharmaceutical companies and other organizations have deployed their own in-house installations of Panorama.

MP 387: Peak finding and quantification improvements in Skyline
MP 431: Audit Logs to enforce document integrity in Skyline and
Panorama
MP 441: Panorama Public: ProteomeXchange and Cloud Storage
Integration
Wednesday Workshop 12: The Proteomics Standards Initiative and
ProteomeXchange: Supporting Open Data Practices in Proteomics
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